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The Regeneration Revolution
Funding the Regeneration Revolution

Farmers Stuck in a Chemical War Against Weeds

As we have repeatedly emphasized over the past decade, we
cannot hope to solve the climate, human health, environmental,
immigration, financial, and rural economic crisis without organic
and regenerative food, farming, and land use becoming the norm
(along with alternative energy, conservation, and natural health
practices), rather than just the alternative.
According to numerous polls and focus groups, the majority of
Americans already understand that organic farming and
(nutrient-dense, fresh, home-cooked, organic) food is better for
your health. A growing number also understand that organic and
regenerative farming, animal husbandry, and land use are
healthier and more humane for farm animals and better for the
climate (reducing emissions, naturally sequestering excess
atmospheric carbon) and the planet (reducing pollution,
preserving and regenerating biodiversity).
The unavoidable problem is that the majority of people are
economically stressed and time-constrained, and/or lacking in
cooking skills. Consumers routinely “cut corners” by purchasing
cheaper, highly-processed, non-organic food or by eating out (or
ordering home delivery) in fast food chains, or conventional
restaurants.
Read more: https://orgcns.org/3CT0Jel

Bart Elmore in The Conversation reports:
“The herbicide dicamba [marketed by Monsanto and others]
was supposed to solve farmers’ weed problems—instead it’s
making farming harder for many of them… In 2021, thousands
of U.S. growers reported to the Environmental Protection
Agency that dicamba sprayed by other farmers – sometimes up
to a mile and a half away – damaged crops in their fields.
Complaints came from all over the country.
The list of affected plants was astounding: sycamore, oak and elm
trees; azaleas, black-eyed Susans and roses; garden tomatoes,
peppers and peas. According to an EPA memorandum, there
were 2,700 “dicamba incidents,” affecting about 3.6 million
acres, in 2017. Two years later, the number of incidents
ballooned to 3,300.”
Read more: https://orgcns.org/3tgb4O5

Bathed in Pesticides
The UK Off-Guardian reports:
“The volume of pesticide use and exposure is occurring on a
scale that is without precedent and world-historical in nature.
Agrichemicals are now pervasive as they cycle through bodies
and environments. The herbicide glyphosate has been a major
factor in driving this increase in use… In just under 20 years,
much of the Earth has been coated with glyphosate, in many
places layering on already chemical-laden human bodies, other
organisms and environments.”
Pesticide applications in California grew 10% from 2005 to 2015
and is growing even much faster in large agricultural producers
such as China (2500%), India (250%), Argentina, and Brazil.
Read more: https://orgcns.org/3xfeOSb

Keep on Truckin’ in the Free World
With a massive truck convoy moving across Canada, cheered on
in every town and city, with thousands of Canadian (and even
U.S.) truck drivers rallying in Ottawa, calling for an end to
COVID mandates, masks, and the crippling restrictions on small
businesses and working class/rural livelihoods that the elite call
the “Great Reset,” why are the mass media downplaying and
censoring this Movement?
Watch this podcast, already viewed by over a million people, by
one of OCA’s favorite visionaries, Russell Brand.
https://orgcns.org/3NjhHqC

A Way of Life in Danger
The Progressive reports:
“Michael Pollan, in a sorrow-tinged New York Times account in
2016, detailed how President Barack Obama failed to break Big
Ag’s stranglehold on farmers, even though, as an outsider
candidate in the 2008 Iowa caucuses, he knew the problem well.
When he left office eight years later, the stranglehold was tighter
than ever.
“As Pollan wrote, farmers are often captive to a small number of
giant processors and purveyors that control particular branches
of the industry: beef slaughtering, chicken packaging, corn and
soy processing, agrochemical sales, and seed selling. Dairy
farmers have their own special hell with what’s called
“monopsony”—having only a single powerful buyer in their
region to process their perishable raw milk.”
Read more: https://orgcns.org/3oDHmAd

Sign the Petition to Ban the Weaponization of
Viruses and Pathogens
OCA’s Ban “Gain-of-Function” (GOF) campaign comes in the
wake of mounting, now overwhelming, evidence that the
COVID-19 pandemic arose out of a joint U.S.-China
collaboration in Wuhan, China to “soup up” SARS bat
coronaviruses, resulting in a catastrophic accident that has
triggered the death of millions and detonated a multi-trilliondollar meltdown of the global economy.
OCA and our allies have begun to build a U.S. and international
coalition to ban all GOF experiments and rewrite global treaties
such as the 1972 Biological Weapons Convention to prevent any
and all PPPs (Potential Pandemic Pathogens) from being
collected and engineered in labs, whether civilian or military.
Take Action: Sign the Ban GOF Petition: https://orgcns.org/swp
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